INTRODUCTION
Control is one of the most well recognized applications of fuzzy logic [2, 3, 6] , providing robustness [10, 12] , free-model design [11] , and better performance than classic alternatives, and this is mainly thanks to its non-linear modeling abilities. For this reason, Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) are very useful in dealing with complex plants [16, 18, 21] . However, with the advances offered by fuzzy logic, and the emergence of type-2 fuzzy logic theory, and their implications expanding the options of FLC [7] , allowing to design IT2 FLCs and GT2 FLCs, now it is important to find out what are the impact of these advances is, and justify the use of more complex controllers. The comparison between T1 and T2 FLCs is necessary, and some examples of papers where this comparison is realized, in [7] Hagras presents the advantages of modeling the uncertainty in the FLCs and how T2 FLCs offers an improvement with respect to T1 FLCs, in [30] Wu provides an analysis of the differences between T1 and IT2 and in [27] Sanchez et al. provides a performance comparison for a particular complex applications. In this case, the present paper aims at analyzing the performance of IT2 FLC and GT2 FLC to find the advantages and disadvantages of these controllers against the others, while focusing specially in the robustness, and based on this, we compare the performance of controllers in noise environments. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic concepts of fuzzy logic, Section 3 reports the experimental results with two benchmark plants and finally Section 4 presents the conclusions.
FUZZY LOGIC BACKGROUND

Type-1 fuzzy logic
In the literature [31] , we can find the definition of a Fuzzy Set (FS) described by the membership function (MF), this first definition is now known as the Type-1 Fuzzy Set, and is expressed with the following Eq. (1).
Where and defines the membership degree of to the set. Figure 1 shows the structure of a Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). A fuzzy system [19] is composed of the fuzzifier, rules, inference and defuzzifier. The fuzzifier realizes the conversion of crisp values to fuzzy values, the inference process evaluates the fuzzy rules based on the activation of the input fuzzy sets, and finally, the defuzzifier realizes the conversion of the resulted fuzzy values to output crisp values. Fig 2 shows a graphical representation of a Mamdani T1 FIS For control applications, fuzzy systems have been well received because of their capability to control non linear plants without a mathematical model, and some examples of applications are [8, 9, 17, 20, 25, 28] .
Interval Type-2 fuzzy logic
Based on the original concepts of Fuzzy Sets [15] , Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Sets (IT2 FS) provides a mathematical approach of the uncertainty in its model, with the inclusion of a secondary domain that describes the uncertainty. Several advances in this approach have been realized in recent years. The mathematical expression of an IT2FS is as
Where is the primary domain that represents the membership degree of the fuzzy set and is the secondary domain related with the uncertainty and is always equal to 1. An IT2 MF can be defined based on two T1 MFs, and these are known as the upper MF and lower MF and the Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU) [23] that is in between both of them, and Figure 3 illustrates this representation. In an IT2 FIS the inference is very similar to a T1 FIS, and the modus ponens of IT2 FISs is expressed by Eq. 3.
The T-Norm and S-Norm special operations also are extended to IT2 FS and are
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called meet and join respectively, and these are expressed in Eq. 4.
Where it can be observed that the outputs are computed as two T1 FISs with a new block of a Type-Reduction process [14] .
This process has been studied widely by several researchers in order to reduce the computational cost and there exist many variations of type-reduction. The most used and the one that inspired all variations is the one that was originally proposed by Karnik and Mendel in [13] and is the called KM Type-Reduction. Table 1 describes the most used Type-Reduction method, which is called the KM reduction.On other hand, the structure of a FIS based on IT2 FL is illustrated in Figure 4 . The IT2 FLCs are also appreciated in control applications because they also provide a non-linear control, but in addition provide the uncertainty consideration in their model, and some examples of applications of IT2 FLCs are [27] , [1, 5, 29 ].
Generalized Type-2 fuzzy logic
The mathematical expression of Generalized Type-2 Fuzzy Sets is similar to the IT2 FS expression, and it is because, IT2 FSs, are special cases of GT2 FSs (Eq. 5).
This is because in an IT2 FS the FOU is uniform and equal to 1; however, in GT2 FS the FOU has values between 0 and 1 and this is expressed in Eq. 6.
A graphical illustration of GT2 FS can be observed in Figure 5 . Where is the primary domain that represents the membership degree of the fuzzy set and is the secondary domain related with the uncertainty, but in this case, is not always 1, and further it is defined as a secondary membership function of the uncertainty.
α-planes representation
This theoretical expression can be represented by the union of special cases of IT2 FS known as α-planes [24] (Eq. 8), and each α-plane is equivalent to an IT2 FS (Eq. 7).
Based on this, [22] proposes the system output to be calculated as follows (Eq. 9). A representation of GT2 FIS based on α-planes is illustrated in Figure 6 .
Considering this representation of a GT2 FIS we can observe the magnitude of the computational cost, because an IT2 FIS demands near double the cost than a T1 FIS,however a GT2 FIS demands significantly more computational cost depending the number of α-planes considered. However, it is interesting to mention how the T1 FIS and the IT2 FIS are included as special cases of GT2 FIS, which provides a better model of vagueness and uncertainty achieving the representation of more complex inference systems, Figure 7 illustrates special cases of GT2 FS that describe the IT2 FS and the T1 FS. 
Type 2 MFs representations
In the present work, the representation of the T2 MF is designed based on a T1 MF in order to compare the performance of the different controllers using the same structure for the fuzzy sets. We consider the trapezoidal membership function [31] as expressed in Eq. 10.
Based on this T1 MF we propose the design of an IT2 MF as follows (Eq. 11).
Where u is a proposed variable to change the FOU of the IT2MF, and the design considers the upper and lower membership functions. The graphical representation of Eq. 11 is illustrated in Figure 8 . As can be observed, this approach proposes to consider only symmetric MFs, in this study.
EXPERIMENTS
The aim of this section is to perform experiments in order to evaluate the robustness of T2 FLC, and the structure of this section is as follows. First, we introduce the plants and their T2 FLC, we propose nine different controllers by variating the FOU, having sixteen T2 FLCs considering eight IT2 FLCs plus eight GT2 FLC. The comparison of these controllers is presented by the evaluation of each plant with different levels of noise, reporting the SSE, ISE, IAE and ITAE performance metrics [4] , and in this way, we compare the robustness of the controllers with the z-test. Figure 9 illustrates the basic structure of the experiments related with variating the noise.
We propose to use the Simulink block Uniform Random Number to introduce perturbations to the controller inputs, with a magnitude directly proportional to the input signals, therefore the noise magnitude was represented between 0 to 1. The variation of the FOU is realized by changing the parameter u, and Table 2 summarizes the different controllers used in the experimentation.
Water level control plant
The water level control plant [2] (Figure 10 ) is commonly used to compare the performance of Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC), and the problem consists in achieving level control of a tank based on manipuling the valve. The FLC has two inputs (Level and Rate) and one output (Valve). Table 3 summarizes the rules of the fuzzy controller. Based on the controllers defined in Table 2 for different FOU levels, Figure 11 illustrates the IT2 FLC fuzzy sets with different levels of FOU. Based on the rules established in Table 3 , and the fuzzy sets shown in Figure 11 , the control surfaces are illustrated in Figure 12 .
By the same way of Figure 11 , Figure 13 illustrates the fuzzy sets with different FOUs, however, in this case, for GT2 FLCs. Figure 14 illustrates the GT2 FLCs control surfaces with different FOU levels. It is interesting to observe how the control surfaces in GT2 FLC are very similar independent of the FOU, this can be explained because in GT2 FLC the α-plane related with the core of the secondary membership function have a major impact in the controller response, and the other a-planes contributes with nonlinearities that improve the GT2 FLC performance.
Performance by variating the FOU
In order to compare the robustness of the T2 FLCs, we realize multiple experiments with different noise levels and we are reporting the values of the three performance metrics. Table 4 , reports the ISE results of over 2000 experiments with noise levels between 0 to 0.5. Figure 15 illustrates the results reported in Table 4 , where can be observed as the GT2 FLC show a reduction of the ISE with respect to the IT2 FLCs. Table 5 reports the IAE results of over 2000 experiments with noise levels between 0 to 0.5. Figure 16 illustrates the results reported in better performance for the GT2 FLCs with respect to IT2 FLCs Table 6 reports the ITAE results of over 2000 experiments with noise levels between 0 to 0.5. Figure 17 illustrates the results reported in Table 6 and also shows an improvement of the GT2 FLCs in the performance measured by the ITAE metric with respect to IT2 FLCs.
D.C. motor speed controller
The D.C. motor speed controller [26] is used as a common benchmark problem in many works, it has different versions but is a stable second order plant in which the goal is reducing the error in the speed reference.
The FLC works with two inputs (Error and Change of Error) and with one output (Change in voltage) and this output is integrated in an analogous form to a PID Controller. In the same way as in the first plant, we propose to use sixteen different plants, in order to compare the robustness of both type of controllers, IT2 FLCs and GT2 FLCs. Based on the controllers defined in Table 2 for different FOU levels, Figure 19 illustrates the IT2 FLC fuzzy sets with different levels of FOU Based on the fuzzy sets shown in Figure 19 , the IT2 FLCs control surfaces are illustrated in Figure 20 . Figure 21 illustrates the GT2 FLC fuzzy sets with different levels of FOU. The GT2 FLCS control surfaces are illustrated in Figure 22 . It is interesting to observe how the control surfaces in the GT2 FLC are very similar independent the FOU, this can be explained because in GT2 FLC the a-plane related with the core of the secondary membership function have a major impact in the controller response, and the other a-planes contributes with nonlinearities that improve the GT2 FLC performance. Table 7 reports the ISE results of over 2000 experiments with noise levels between 0 to 0.5. Figure 23 illustrates the results reported in Table 7 that shows a better performance of the GT2 FLCS with respect to IT2 FLCs based on the IAE metric. Figure 24 illustrates the results reported in Table 8 that shows a similar, but better performance of GT2 FLCS with respect to IT2 FLCs based on the ISE metric. Table 9 reports the ITAE results of over 2000 experiments with noise levels between 0 to 0.5. Figure 25 illustrates the results reported in Table 9 that shows a reduction of the ITAE metricforGT2 FLCS with respect to IT2 FLCs.
Performance by variating the FOU
CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion, based on the realized experiments, the GT2 FLCs demonstrate better performance than IT2 FLCs in noisy environments. This is because the GT2 FLCs offer a better approach of uncertainty in their design, and this is reflected in the results. Remembering how the real world provides many noise sources, the GT2 FLC represents an attractive alternative to control high order plants without mathematical model and with many uncertainty sources. However, the advantages of GT2 FLCs with respect to IT2 FLCs are not enough to right now increase the implementation of GT2 FLCs in real applications, this is because the computational cost of GT2 FLCs is very high. Realizing a simple experiment, we can illustrate the computational cost comparison, and Table 10 reports the results of the simulation times; these results are the average of 30 experiments with 10000 fuzzy evaluations each experiment. The result of GT2 FLCs time response is a linear function dependent of , where represents the number of α-planes in the GT2 FS representation, with a slope of 1.0725, and Figure 26 shows graphically these results.
As can be observed, the computational cost of GT2 FLCs is very high, and this represents an implementation problem. Based on the experiments and considering the application environment we propose in Table 11 some preliminary criteria to select a particular type of FLC in control applications. As future work we will consider evaluating the FLC by variating the MFs of the input-outputs fuzzy sets. In addition, include different metrics such as stability metrics and consider more complex problems.
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